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ABSTRACT
We present an efficient and practical 3D shape creation algorithm based on the part matching and
blending. Given two existing 3D shapes, part correspondences are found firstly by part matching,
then two effective methods are investigated to blend the matched part-pair. The rapid one, which
corresponds facets and vertices between matched part-pair, blends the coordinates of the corre-
sponding vertices and generates new vertices to create the new part. And the elaborate one, which
parameterizes the matched part-pair, combines their meshes and interpolates the vertices for part
variation. Finally, all blended parts are rearranged bymeans of the topological relations in the given
shapes to produce the integrated variations. Experimental results indicate that this algorithm is
capable of implementing continuous and multipath shape variation as well as creating novel and
plausible 3D shapes. This technique could allow for more efficient shape blending in the product
innovation design and the animation industry.
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1. Introduction

3D shape variation—the process of automatic 3D shape
creation which is based on existing 3D shapes, can be
carried out by altering the geometries and topological
structures of parts within the shape. Given some existing
well-organized 3D shapes, the novel and creative shapes
could be generated via part reshuffling and blending as
well as part growing and shrinking. 3D shape creation
is widely used in the areas of industrial product design,
innovative design, CAD, computer animation and virtual
reality, etc. An excellent 3D shape variation method is
expected to be capable of creating non-trivial and plausi-
ble 3D shapes and inspiring designers in their modeling
and design activities.

In recent years, more attentions have been paid to
3D shape variation in computer graphics and animation
communities. Finding novel and plausible variations of
existing 3D shapes is an extremely challenging research
topic. A variety of 3D shape variation algorithms have
been proposed to create novel and plausible shapes. The
representative one is to reshuffle, replace or recombine
the pre-segmented parts from existing shapes. Addition-
ally, altering the topology of the inputs is a brand-new
trend in 3D shape creation. However, most of these
algorithms focus on the structure-varied and topology-
varied, with little attention to the surface details of the
inputs.
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Inspired by the ideas, this paper proposes a robust 3D
shape creationmethodology by partmatching and blend-
ing, which aims to create a plausible variation appearance
while maintaining the functional plausibility and the sur-
face details. Given two mesh shapes, the arbitrary one
is selected as the foundation, regarding as the original
shape, and the other as reference, regarding as the refer-
ence shape. Thenmatch the parts between the two shapes
and create blended parts either by calculating and updat-
ing the part vertex coordinates of the original shape,
or by part spherical parameterization and mesh combi-
nation. In terms of the connected relationship between
parts of the original shape and the reference shape, the re-
linking step is executed to produce integrated variations.
Experiments demonstrate that final created shapes are
functionally similar to the inputs and structurally transi-
tional from the original shape to the reference one, while
maintaining their surface details.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

(i) Propose a rapid part blending approach for pro-
ducing in-between parts, which transits from the
original part to the reference part in geometry with
different blending coefficients.

(ii) Investigate an elaborate blending technique to cre-
ate the in-betweens by spherical parameterization
of a single part and mesh combination.
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(iii) Present a continuous shape variation algorithm for
creating novel and plausible 3D shapes based on
part matching, blending and re-linking, while pre-
serving the functional plausibility and the input
details simultaneously.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the related work of 3D shape variation briefly;
section 3 is an overview of the shape variation algorithm;
section 4 shows the part matching method between the
two given shapes; section 5 describes the part blend-
ing algorithm in details; section 6 explains the part re-
linking; finally, experimental results and discussions are
presented in Section 7.

2. Related work

Since the Digital Michelangelo Project [15] led by Marc
Levoy ushered in a new era of digital geometry pro-
cessing, 3D geometrical modeling theory and technology
have achieved a great progress in recent years, especially
on modeling from existing shapes. Modeling from exist-
ing shapes could be considered as a modeling method
that generates new shapes by part reshuffling and blend-
ing, part growing and shrinking as well as mesh-based
metamorphosing of existing shapes.

Part reshuffling is an approach to shape creation
through part replacement or recombination from exist-
ing shapes which exists in extensive literature. Jain et al.
[11] started with a part database including varieties of
parts from existing shapes and considered some con-
straints, that were deduced by shape segmentation, con-
tact analysis, and symmetry detection, to recombine
the different parts from the part database. The smart
algorithm is capable of composing various novel shapes
that maintain the symmetry and adjacency structure of
the given shapes. Han et al. [10] proposed a new style
transfer method for shape creation. The concepts of style
and content of 3D shapes are introduced for part segmen-
tation, which is performed to analyzed shapes in a set.
Then novel shapes are created by style transfer. Kaloger-
akis et al. [12] defined a generative model of component-
based shape structure for shape creation. The compact
representation could be used to suggest reshuffling parts.
Chaudhuri et al. [7] raised a very similar algorithm. They
defined a probabilistic shape structure representation to
guide part replacement or recombination. Zheng et al.
[26] presented an approach to part reshuffling based on
certain symmetric functional arrangements, which are
special arrangements among symmetrically related sub-
structures and bear close relation to object functions.
Xu et al. [25] introduced set evolution to 3D shape cre-
ation. The evolution algorithmgenerates inspiring shapes

by means of keeping the population fit and diverse.
To summarize, these shape variation methods based on
part reshuffling, mainly focused on the principle of part
replacement or recombination, and are able to create var-
ious and plausible 3D shape if the input shapes contain a
lot of compatible shape structures . Unlike these works,
this paper would implement part blending instead of part
replacement or reshuffling for various shape appearance.

The mesh-based metamorphosis could create new
shapes by changing the mesh information of the existing
shapes. Kanai et al. [13] presented an efficient framework
for genus-0 shape metamorphosis between two topolog-
ically equivalent mesh shapes. Their method requires
users to partition meshes and control surface corre-
spondences. Based on specified correspondences, meta-
morphosis of every polygonal region is implemented by
interpolating the corresponding vertices between two
mesh shapes. Obviously, the applicability of the varia-
tion algorithm is very limited. Gregory et al. [9] pro-
posed a similar approach. Firstly, the user specifies a
curve net. Then surface correspondences between each
sub-mesh of two objects are established by using area-
preserving mapping. Lastly, metamorphosis is generated
based on local refinements of a curve net. Breen et al. [6]
expressed the metamorphosis of two meshes as a process
in which one shape deforms to maximize its similarity
with the another. The objective function is incrementally
optimized while deforming an implicit surface model.
The deformable surface is represented as a level set of
a densely sampled scalar function. Such level-set mod-
els have been shown to mimic conventional parametric
deformable surface models by encoding surface move-
ments as changes in the grayscale values of a volume
data set. Thus, a well-founded mathematical structure
leads to a set of procedures that describes how voxel
values could be manipulated to create deformations are
represented as a sequence of volumes. Their algorithms
could produce some in-betweens from two topologically
equivalent meshes. However, they are not suitable for
the shapes which have complex structures or discrepant
topologies. By contrast, our method would be applied
to process more general shapes. Furthermore, little user
intervention is required for the shape creation.

The work in this paper is closely related to the part
blending and morphing from existing examples which
is an approach to create a new shape through interpo-
lating two given shapes. Morphing involves solving a
correspondence problem and requires a blending oper-
ator. Finding correspondences on surfaces [5] is a dif-
ficult task. Blending becomes easier when chooses a
suitable representation, such as distance fields [8], and
achieves more natural results when maintaining as-
rigid-as-possible deformations [2]. Alhashim et al. [3]
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introduced an algorithm for generating novel 3D mod-
els via topology-varying shape blending. Their methods
mainly focus on varying the topology of the inputs, and
are devoted to producing series of topology-varying in-
betweens. Fundamental topological operations include
split and merge. Extracting the applicable skeleton needs
to be preprocessed. And the shape surface is recon-
structed by Poisson reconstruction [14] which is a
statistics-based mesh reconstruction method. By com-
parison, our algorithm aims to create the plausible varia-
tion appearance while maintaining the functional plausi-
bility and the surface details. Hence, the mesh combina-
tion blending is utilized to create the mesh surface which
could retain the shape details.

3. Overview

This work is to generate variations from existing shapes
and the main goal is to create the plausible shape
appearance while maintaining the functional plausibil-
ity and the surface details of the inputs. Assuming that
the shapes are pre-segmented into some meaningful
parts, the algorithm firstly implements the part match-
ing step across two shapes to get matched part-pairs.
Then traversing each part in the original shape to execute
the blending step with its matched part. Part blending
step could produce a series of in-betweens with different
blending coefficients, and it would reveal a cross-dissolve
effect. After performing all parts creation, the blended
parts are integrated into the novel shape by shifting them
to their suitable locations respectively. Therefore, main
steps of the methodology are as follows:

• Preprocessing: The available shapes are assumed to
have been made a preliminary preprocessing, and the
preprocessing includes shape size unitization, orienta-
tion normalization and part segmentation. Size uniti-
zation could be conducted accurately by adjusting the
vertex. Through analyzing and aligning the principal
components [1] of the shape point cloud information,
shape orientation could also be normalized efficiently.
In addition,many existingmethods [22] could be used
to segment parts. Though size unitization and part
segmentation are critical, they are not the focuses of
this paper. Thus, for some unmanageable shapes, their
orientations would be aligned manually and then seg-
ment them into somemeaningful parts. All the shapes
used next are assumed to be preprocessed properly.

• Part matching: Hausdorff distance metric [24] is
adopted to match parts across two shapes. The Haus-
dorff distance between point sets of parts could mea-
sure their similarity. The distances are calculated
for all parts across the original and the reference

shape. And by sorting these Hausdorff distances val-
ues in ascending order, the matched part-pairs would
be attained. Through part matching, most parts are
matched, but there exist unmatched parts probably.

• Blending: After part matching, the blending step
would proceed by two means: (i) corresponding and
interpolating the vertices from the matched part-pair,
or (ii) parameterizing the matched part-pair spheri-
cally and combining theirmeshes. To ensure the diver-
sity of blending result, the different blending coeffi-
cients could be taken, and it would also be feasible to
blend all the parts or just a portion involved in the
given shapes.

• Re-linking: This re-linking step could be considered
as a process of part layout. The created parts by
blending step differ from the original in geometry,
size and location, thus the shape consisting of these
parts directly may disconnect or overlap in structure.
For yielding reasonable connection and topology, the
blended parts are shifted to suitable positions accord-
ing to their relationships of contact and connection in
the original and the reference shape.

4. Part matching between two shapes

Through matching process, it is expected to establish the
best part corresponding relationship between the two
given shapes. As to two parts from different shapes, the
Hausdorff distance between their point sets could mea-
sure their similarity.

The Hausdorff distance measures how far two non-
empty compact subsets of a metric space are from each
other. It defines the closeness of two sets. A bigger value of
the distance indicates a bigger non-matching extent [19].
Therefore, the smaller the distance between two parts is,
the more similar they are.

Let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xm} and Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yn} be
two non-empty subsets of a metric space. Hausdorff dis-
tance from set X to Y is a maximin function, defined
as:

h(X,Y) = max
x∈X

{
min
y∈Y {‖x − y‖}

}
(1)

Where x and y are elements of sets X and Y respec-
tively, and ‖x − y‖ is any metric between these elements.
For simplicity, ‖x − y‖ is taken as the Euclidian distance
between x and y. Similarly, there is h(Y ,X) from set Y to
set X. The two distances h(X,Y) and h(Y ,X) are some-
times termed as the forward and backward Hausdorff
distance of X to Y .

This paper uses amore general definition of Hausdorff
distance, which is defined as:

dH(X,Y) = max{h(X,Y), h(Y ,X)} (2)
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Figure 1. Examples of part matching between two shapes. Thematched part-pair are renderedwith the same color and the unmatched
with pale brown.

It defines theHausdorff distance betweenX andY . And it
could be used to measure the closeness of two point sets
[20, 21].

The parts between two shapes could be matched by
using a greedy algorithm. For each part in the original
shape, the Hausdorff distances to all parts within the
reference shape are computed to form the distance set
HD_set, and find out the minimal Hausdorff distance
HDmin. If HDmin is less than the similarity threshold
θ , the two parts with the minimal distance are greedily
regarded as matched and served as a matched part-pair.
Then delete the elements related to thematched part-pair
from the setHD_set. This process is repeated untilHDmin
is greater than θ or all parts of one shape are matched. If
there are still unmatched parts, they would be considered
as null correspondence. Fig. 1 shows some examples of
part matching between two shapes.

5. Part blending

The shape variation algorithm is based on the original
shape and guided by the reference shape. The numbers
of the parts in the two shapes may be different. While
matching part, not only one-to-one part correspondence
exists, but also one-to-null correspondence may exist
between the original and the reference shape. For the
parts associated with one-to-null correspondence, a part
shrinking operation could be achieved, but it may bring
inharmonious part dimension. In order to avoid the
inharmony, the parts should be simply retained in the
variation so as to preserve the size coherence. For the

parts with one-to-one correspondence, a part blending
step between thematched part-pair would be carried out.

This paper will demonstrate two complementary
methods to blending the matched part-pair: (i) part ver-
tex correspondence and interpolation, and (ii) part spher-
ical parameterization and mesh combination. Now the
detailed introduction will be given to them
respectively.

5.1. Blending parts by vertex correspondence

The first blending algorithm is a very rapid one. Firstly,
it traverses every triangular facet of the part in the orig-
inal shape, also called the original part, to find out the
corresponding triangular facet of the matched part in the
reference shape, also called the reference part in the fol-
lowing. Then the vertex correspondences between two
corresponding triangular facets are searched by means of
the vertex coordinates and position relationships. Thus,
every vertex of the original part would correspond to
a vertex set belonging to the reference part. Subse-
quently, the vertex and its corresponding vertex set are
interpolated to generate a new 3D coordinate, which
would be used to update the vertices of the original
part. Finally, the variation based on the original part is
created.

5.1.1. Triangular facet corresponding
Based on every triangular facet in the original part,
triangular facet corresponding intends to find out the
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unique corresponding triangular facet from the refer-
ence part. In order to accurately match triangular facets
between thematched part-pair, the distance between two
triangular facets should be measured quantifiably. For
the triangular facet forig from the original part and fref
from the reference part, the distance between them is
defined as:

Dist(forig , fref ) = |op − o′p′| (3)

Where op denotes the vector from o, the centroid of the
original part, to p, the centroid of the facet forig ; and o′p′
denotes the vector from o′, the centroid of the reference
part, to p′, the centroid of the facet fref .

For every triangular facet forig , its corresponding facet
fref could be found with minimum distance.

If there exist the same principal axis direction
between the matched part-pair, according to the dis-
tance definition above, the triangular facets between the
matched part-pair would be corresponded accurately.
However, if the principal axis directions are different, the
results would deviate from the expectation. As illustrated
in Fig. 2, it is hoped to search the correspondences of
facet f1 (marked in red) and facet f2 (marked in green),
and expect that the facet f1 corresponds to the facet f ′1
while the facet f2 to the facet f ′2 subjectively. However, the
facet f1 and f2 would both correspond to the facet f ′1 in
global coordinate system. The reason is that the princi-
pal axes of the matched part-pair are not aligned, and the
calculating result would be Dist(f2, f ′1) < Dist(f2, f ′2). In
most situations, there are different principal axis direc-
tions between the matched part-pair, therefore, some
preprocessing has to been implemented before matching
facets.

Figure 2. Corresponding triangular facets between the matched
part-pair with different principal axis directions.

Hence, the principal axes of the matched part-pair
are searched firstly and then aligned. The part princi-
pal axis could be calculated via Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) [17], which is a statistical procedure that

uses an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of
observations of possibly correlated variables into a set
of values of linearly uncorrelated variables called princi-
pal components. As is known to us, though PCA is an
approximate way, it wonderfully suitable for the man-
made shape which consists of regular and almost sym-
metrical parts. Using PCA to analyze the point cloud
information of the part, their three principal components
could be computed efficiently and accurately.

In general, the first principal component of the part
is considered as its principal axis. However, if the first
principal components of the matched part-pair vary dra-
matically, in this case, for the original part, its first
principal component is considered as the principal axis;
for the reference part, the principal component, which
is closest to the principal axis of the original part, is
served as its principal axis. Example is given by Fig. 3,
in which the first principal component e1 of the origi-
nal part is taken as its principal axis eorig . It’s obvious
that, for the reference part, the first principal compo-
nent e′1 is quite different from e1 (namely eorig). There-
fore, the principal component e′2, which is closest to
eorig , is regarded as its principal axis eref . By this means,
the principal axes of the original and the reference part
could be determined in accordance with their spatial
locations.

Figure 3. The first principal components of the original and the
reference part are different greatly, so their first and second prin-
cipal components are treated as their principal axes separately.

Next, the principal axes eorig and eref of the matched
part-pair would be aligned. The operation is imple-
mented by rotating the vector eorig and making it coin-
cide with eref in a certain plane, which is decided by eorig
and eref . In 3D coordinate system, the vector rotation
could be achieved by a transformation matrixM,

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

eorig
eorig × eref
|eorig × eref |

eorig × eref × eorig
|eorig × eref × eorig |

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
M =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

eref
eorig × eref
|eorig × eref |

eorig × eref × eref
|eorig × eref × eref |

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(4)
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Here, the first matrix in Eqn. (4) is an orthogonal
matrix, so:

M =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

eorig
eorig × eref
|eorig × eref |

eorig × eref × eorig
|eorig × eref × eorig |

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

−1 ⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

eref
eorig × eref
|eorig × eref |

eorig × eref × eref
|eorig × eref × eref |

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

eorig
eorig × eref
|eorig × eref |

eorig × eref × eorig
|eorig × eref × eorig |

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

T ⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

eref
eorig × eref
|eorig × eref |

eorig × eref × eref
|eorig × eref × eref |

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(5)

After respecting their principal axes alignment, the dis-
tance between the triangular facets is rewritten as:

Dist(forig , fref ) = |opM − o′p′| (6)

5.1.2. Vertex corresponding
The moment triangular facets has corresponded, their
vertices would be matched further. Firstly, the vectors
from the centroids p and p′ of triangular facets to their
vertices are calculated respectively. Then, these vectors
are mated in a clockwise direction, and the sums of the
homologous vector differences could be obtained.Defini-
tively, as shown in Fig. 4, the optimal vertex correspon-
dence with the minimum sum would be found out.

Figure 4. The vertex correspondences between the correspond-
ing triangular facets.

After traversing all triangular facets of the original
part to record the vertex correspondences, every vertex of
original part finally corresponds to a vertex set belonging
to the reference part. For a vertex v of original part, the
new vertex vnew is generated by interpolating the vertex v

and its corresponding vertex set vset = {v1, v2, · · · , vm},
vnew = k × vave + (1 − k) × v, k ∈ [0, 1] (7)

Where k is the blending coefficient, indicating the degree
close to the reference shape in geometry. vave is the aver-
age value of the corresponding point set vset , vave =
(v1 + v2 + · · · + vm)/m.

At last, the blended part could be created with the
interpolated vertices and the mesh structure of the orig-
inal part. As shown in Fig. 5, while choosing different
blending coefficient k, a continuous series of in-between
parts would be generated.

5.2. Blending parts with spherical parameterization

In addition to the vertex correspondence blending
method, in order to maintain the details adequately, the
other elaborate blending technique by spherical parame-
terization [16] of a single part would be illustrated. The
idea could be described as the following three steps:
Firstly, normalizing the orientations and sizes of the
matched part-pair. Secondly, producing the topological
spheresMo andMr by parameterizing the matched part-
pair onto a unit sphere, and combining them to create the
combined topological spheresMc. Thirdly, generating the
blended parts via transforming the 3D vertex coordinates
ofMc.

5.2.1. Part normalization
Actually, when it comes to part normalization, it implies
the original vertex set Vo and the reference vertex set Vr
are normalized for the matched part-pair. Once again,
PCA is performed to calculate and align their prin-
cipal axes, then, the transformed vertex sets V ′

o(V ′
o =

VoM) and V ′
r(V ′

r = Vr) could be acquired. After that,
a scaling is provided by a diagonal 3 × 3 matrix S, S =
diag(sx, sy, sz), which aims to transform the reference part
so as to get the equal bounding box with the original part.
More precisely, sx, sy and sz describe the three edge length
ratios of the original part bounding box and the reference
one respectively.

5.2.2. Spherical parameterization andmesh
combination

After the normalization, a spherical center projection
method would be introduced for mapping the part onto
a unit sphere, whose center is the part centroid. More-
over, if the centroid occurs outside the part, a local center
which is closest to the part centroid would act as the
unit sphere center. Even so, the foldovers often follow if
the part contains complex surface details. Though some
existing methods [18] could avoid that phenomenon, the
method which relaxes themapped topological spheres by
Laplacian [23] iterationmay bemore straightforward and
effective.

Laplacian is often described as a low pass filter, which
could filter the high frequency. The discrete Laplacian
of a discrete surface signal described by a function x =
{x1, x2, · · · , xn}T , could be defined by weighted averages
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Figure 5. The blended results of plane body parts indicate that the blending algorithm is capable of producing a sequence of
in-betweens with different blending coefficient k. k is 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 from left to right sequentially.

over the neighborhoods,

L(xi) = �xi =
∑
j∈i∗

wi,j(xj − xi), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} (8)

Where the set i∗ is the neighbor vertex set of the vertex xi,
and the weights wi,j are positive numbers that add up to
one,

∑
j∈i∗ wi,j = 1, for each i. Given different neighbour-

ing structures, the weights could be chosen in various
ways. One particularly simple and feasible choice is to
set wi,j(∀j ∈ i∗) equal to the inverse of the number of its
neighbors.

The foldovers often occur on the sphere surface where
the vertices are of the high frequency. So a low pass fil-
ter would be effective to eliminate the foldovers. Actually,
with a uniform mesh, Laplacian iteration is a process
that relaxes the sharp or high-frequency area and hardly
change the even-distributed area. After mapping the part
mesh onto a unit sphere surface, Laplacian iteration fol-
lows. If regarding the 3D vertex coordinates vi as a vector
signal, an iteration that relaxes the mesh with laplace
operator could be described by:

V ′ = V + �V = {v′
i|v′

i = vi + �vi,�vi = L(vi)} (9)

In each iteration, to make sure all vertices lie on the unit
sphere surface strictly, new generated vertex is supposed
to be normalized, vi = vi/|vi|. So far, the part has been

mapped onto a unit sphere without foldovers, namely, the
part has been parameterized spherically.

With the parametric topological spheresMo andMr of
the original and the reference part, these following steps
would be implemented to create the combined topologi-
cal sphereMc: (i) computing intersection points between
Mo and Mr, (ii) systemizing the edges and vertices on
the basis of the intersection, (iii) traversing each edge
and creating clockwise edge cycles to generate faces, and
(iv) triangulating all the generated faces to form the final
combined meshMc. The process is illustrated in Fig. 6.

5.2.3. Blending
Through the previous subsection, the original and the
reference part could be represented respectively in sin-
gle, another mesh structure ofMc. And from a high-level
view, part blending could be understood as the process
of endowing the vertices of Mc with different 3D coor-
dinates. While the vertices of Mc could be classified into
three categories: (i) vertices fromMo mapped by Vo, (ii)
vertices from Mr mapped by Vr, and (iii) intersection
vertices between Mo and Mr on the unit sphere surface.
With the purpose of blending parts on basis of the mesh
structure of Mc, each of its vertices must be taken into
account and determined. In this end, it is imperative to
investigate the 3DcoordinatesVc−o andVc−r respectively
when the original and the reference part are represented
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Figure 6. Facet is created along edge cycles inMc .

with the mesh structure of Mc. Here, computing Vc−o is
illustrated to demonstrate the process. For those vertices
fromMo, their 3D coordinates are defined as the original

positions in the original part, namely, Vo. As for every
vertex inMr, it must be involved in a certain triangle facet
ofMo. In terms of their relative locations from every cer-
tain triangle facet, their barycentric coordinates in every
certain triangle facet of Mo would be calculated, finally,
every vertex inMr could be denotedwith triangle vertices
involved in Vo. And for the intersection vertices, each
of them must be on a certain edge of Mo and could be
obtained according to the original edge vertices involved
in Vo. Fig. 7 illustrates the process. Similarly, Vc−r could
be obtained.

The entire one-to-one vertex correspondences exist
betweenVc−o andVc−r. Fig. 8 showsVc−o andVc−r could
generate the original and the reference part respectively
with the mesh structure of Mc. And further, by interpo-
lating vertex positions fromVc−o andVc−r, the generated
part gradually transforms from the original part to the
reference. For the blending coefficient k(0 < k < 1), the
blended vertices could be computed as follows:

Vc(k) = kVc−o + (1 − k)Vc−r (10)

Figure 7. The process of spherical parameterization, mesh combination and part reconstruction.
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Figure 8. With different blending coefficient k, the blending part changes gradually from the original part to the reference one. Here k
is 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 from left to right sequentially.

6. Part re-linking

Although preserving the pristine vertex topological rela-
tions, obviously, the blended parts vary markedly in their
meshes from the original parts. Thus, they would be
different from the original ones in geometry, dimen-
sion and position. If the variation shape is directly com-
posed of these parts, the part disconnection and overlap
would probably occur. And these examples are shown in
Fig. 9(a). To ensure connection and topology plausibility
of the variation, a part re-linking step is supposed to be
implemented.

In terms of part contact and connection in the original
shape, the blended partswould be suitably laid out by part
re-linking. To start with, a certain part is chosen as the
basic part, which usually is the maximum in geometry
dimension, or locates in the middlemost of the original
shape. Then the positions of all other parts relative to the
basic part could be acquired. Actually, the nearest vertex
sets of the two parts are recorded as their connection.

If two parts of the original shape have the connection
c1 = (S1, S2), namely, S1 and S2 are the nearest vertex
sets across the two parts. And the corresponding con-
nection c2 = (S′

1, S
′
2) of their respective matched parts

from the reference shape could be gained similarly. With

the blending coefficient k, the corresponding connection
cb(k) of the blended parts could be calculated, cb(k) =
kc1 + (1 − k)c2. As shown in Fig. 9(b), the integrated and
plausible variations would be formed after adjusting the
blended parts to maintain their calculated connections.

7. Experiment and discussion

In order to verify the effectiveness and practicability
of this methodology, this paper collects a lot of 3D
mesh shapes, such as chair, table, and plane, etc., from
the Internet and literature [3, 4] for variation creation.
These shapes have been preliminarily preprocessed such
as shape size and orientation normalization, part seg-
mentation. Two different blending algorithms are imple-
mented respectively, Figs 10 and 11 show the main
results.

The below variation sequences shown in Fig. 10 are
created through the first blending method. The leftmost
are the original shapes and the rightmost are the reference
shapes. The four in-betweens are created with blending
coefficient 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 respectively. For two given
shapes, the blending results are different when taking the
alternative original shape, and the examples are shown in

Figure 9. (a) Part disconnection and overlap in the shape, which is composed of the blended parts directly, (b) Examples of plausible
shapes integrated after re-linking parts.
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Figure 10. Blending results of some shapes in the first blending approach.

Fig. 10 (See Row 1 and 2, Row 3 and 4). The blending
coefficient k could take a value from 0 to 1, which means
the reference shape accounts for a gradually increasing
percent age while the original shape accounts for a grad-
ually decreasing percent age in geometry. And as the
coefficient k increases, the in-betweens transit from the
original shape to the reference one in geometry. It could
be observed that the general features of the variations
depend on the original shape, while the detail features
are determined by both the original and the reference
shape. The new shapes vary in geometry, but maintain
the topology of the original shape. Thus, the functional
plausibility of the original shape would be kept. (Note
that the table tops of the betweens in Row 1 keep cubi-
form because the top of the original shape is concise and
only includes some peak vertices. And if k is equal to 0,
some foldovers would occur. Consequently, the blending
method is unsuitable for thorough variation.)

In the process of vertex corresponding, experiments
are made to compute correspondences on vertices
directly rather than on facets. At the same time, employ-
ing the manner of the vector direction difference instead
of the previous vector difference to define the corre-
spondence distance. However, the experiments show
that these alteration would often introduce some mesh
foldovers and holes, and the original algorithm is more
resilient to create plausible variations. In addition, as for
the spindly part, segmenting it firstly and then executing
the triangular facet and vertex corresponding for each
segments could improve the precision.

Fig. 11 shows some typical blending examples in the
second blending approach. For each row, the blending
coefficient k is 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 from left to right
respectively. Given two shapes, if all of their parts are of
the one-to-one part correspondence, the method would
generate the same variation results when taking the alter-
native original shape, and the variation could change
thoroughly from the original shape to the reference one.
This has been fully borne out by the sequences in Row
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 10. Almost inevitably, if part with
one-to-null correspondence exists between the two given
shapes, just retaining them. Specifically, as the variations
shown in Row 6, 7, 9, 11, 12 and 13, the one-to-null parts
from the original shape are kept in the variations with the
blending coefficient 0∼0.5, and those from the reference
are retained in the variationswith the blending coefficient
0.6∼1.0.

As Laplacian iteration is applied to eliminate the
foldovers, so the blending process is more elaborate but
more time-consuming. Experiments discover that the
iteration is not always effective to thoroughly estimate
the foldovers. As little slight foldovers would not do mat-
ter in the blending results, so iterating 50 times would
be chosen strategically as one of the termination condi-
tions. And the variation sequences in Figs 10 and 11 show
that the in-betweens maintain more details in the second
method and undergo a more thorough variation.

Moreover, the variation could also be generated by
blending an appointed portion of matched part-pairs.
Fig. 12 just blends the top and the bottom board of the
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Figure 11. Variation sequences with sequential blending coefficients in the second blending approach.

two tables. If the densities of the point clouds of two given
shapes are high and approximate, the algorithm serves
as the method of part replacement or recombination
while the coefficient k is equal to 1. Through selectively

blending the matched part-pairs, the diversities of the
variations could be expanded as well.

In the present paper, the input shapes include chair,
table, plane, and doll, etc. These shapes have been
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Figure 12. A variation sequence by blending a portion of matched part-pairs. k is 0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8 respectively for in-betweens.

preliminarily preprocessed such as shape size and orien-
tation normalization, part segmentation. After segmen-
tation, the numbers of parts in the models range from
2 to 15, their vertex numbers per part range from 8 to
1000 that is sufficient for a reasonable level of details. The
algorithm is implemented on an Intel Core i5 3.20GHz
desktop PC with 4GB memory. Its computational com-
plexity depends on the geometric complexity and the
vertex number of the inputs.

Further, the shape preprocessing timemainly depends
on its complexity. Some models need to be segmented
manually if they come without appropriate segmenta-
tion. It would take several minutes to preprocess a typical
model. The experimental results show that, after shape
preprocessing, it takes less than 2 sec to generate a vari-
ation sequence from the input-pair by the first method,
and about 4 min in average by the second one. For the
plane shapes shown in Fig. 10 Row 3, the original and
the reference shape contain 7 and 11 parts respectively;
their average vertex numbers per part are about 710 and
560. To generate a variation sequence, the first method
requires 970ms, which contains 90ms part matching
time, 630mspart blending time and 70mspart re-linking
time; yet the second method would take 170 sec that
contains 110ms part matching time, 170 sec part blend-
ing time and 190ms part re-linking time. As a note, if
the average vertex number per part of the input exceeds
2000, the blending time by the second algorithm would
increase heavily.

According to the uniqueness of each blending alg-
orithm, the alternative methods could fit for the need of
various occasions. More specifically, the first one could
satisfy real-time field, while the second one could create
more elaborate variations.

Though the methodology could create rich variations,
there still exist some limitations. The created variation is
similar to the inputs in geometry and functionality, such
that, any scalable 3D shape beyond the zone and scale
of the two inputs could be generated hardly. Besides, in
the algorithm, every triangular facet and vertex would
be handled to generate the new meshes based on the
given meshes, so the well-meshed shapes are required as
the inputs. If the input part is not the genus-0 mesh or
includes some defects such as mesh foldovers and hole,

the algorithmmaymagnify the defect or even fail. Hence,
the man-made shapes with well-organized mesh would
be the optimal input choice.

In comparison to topology-varying of Ibraheem
Alhashim et al. [3], which focuses on varying the topol-
ogy of the inputs, our method aims to create the plausible
3D shape appearance by part matching and blending. In
topology-varying, a lot of 3D models are created under-
going topology variation. However, most of them are
implausible in functionality and structure. And a few
of clearly implausible in-betweens could be removed via
preserving part symmetry and connection. While our
methodology retains the topological structures of the
inputs to maintain the functional plausibility. The varia-
tion process is a transition from the original shape to the
reference one, and could create a series of similar plausi-
ble shapes with no need for implausibility filter. Besides,
the Poisson reconstruction is used by them to construct
the coarse mesh; by contrast, our algorithm utilizes a
mesh combination blending to create the mesh surface,
which could retain the shape details. As illustrated in
Fig. 11, the surface texture of the original table legs in
Row 1, 2 and 4 is inherited well in their variations, as is
the doll head feature in Row 9 and 10.

8. Conclusion

Based on part matching and blending of the exist-
ing shapes, an efficient and novel 3D shape creation
algorithm is proposed. The algorithm firstly conducts
part matching by Hausdorff distance metric, then raises
two complementary means to blend the matched part-
pair. In the first approach, the triangular facets and ver-
tices are corresponded, and the in-between parts are cre-
ated by interpolating the corresponding vertices. While
in the second one, the part-pair are parameterized spher-
ically to a combined mesh, and the in-between parts are
produced by interpolating the vertex of the combined
mesh. Finally, the in-betweens are re-linked to create
a series of variations. The algorithm mentioned above
could blend a portion or all of thematched part-pairs and
implement continuous multipath shape variation. The
generated variations are of the plausible shape appear-
ance and functionality, and retain the adequate details
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of the inputs. On the basis of the matched part-pair
blending as well as part replacement, a utility tool is
developed for 3D shape creation.

In the variation creation, it is difficult to keep bal-
ance between retaining details and saving time. Besides,
the current method mainly focuses on the appearance of
the variation, while its mesh quality is ignored. Hence,
a new method, which is capable of efficiently creating
multifarious variations with excellent mesh quality and
maintaining the indispensable details of the inputs, will
be given a further exploration.
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